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Fig. I shows the va rious parts of the Paterson Universal Tank. From left to right
they are the Paterson adjustable spiral, the tank body with the agitator rod in front,
the polyther.e cap and the taok lid. The Paterson spiral c onsists of two halves. The
lower half has a long ce ntral column with four notches at intervals. The upper half
of the spiral carries a stainless steel clip which e ngages in one of the notches a nd
so sets the spiral for the width of film being used. II will also be noticed that ned r
Iha entrance to eac h half of t he spiral there is a small ratchet device fitted with a
stainless steel ball-be aring- the secret o f the unique loading of t he Paterson spiral.
CAUTION. Excessive heat may au1e softeninr o f t he polystyre ne material or
which this ta..nk is made. Please see note s on page 11

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
ADJUSTING THE SPIRAL
SPECIAL NOTE.-lt is important ta see that the spring on
the top Spiral is inserted ONLY over the recessed portion of the
centre column. If this spring is forced over the outer circum·
ference of the column, it will become strained and loose. Should
this happen, it may be corrected by prising upwards the centre
of the spring with a small screwdriver.
Move the adjustable spiral gently from one not ch to the
next. Rapid or rough movements may in course of time cause
undue wear on the notches.
The spiral is adjusted to the size of fi lm in use by simply pushing
the upper spiral gently but firml y in the required direction , until t he
stainless steel clip
Fig. 2.
engages t he correct
notch o n the central
column ( Fig. 2) . The
lowest notch is for
35 mm . film, the
next one for 127
(V.P.) size, the next
one for 120 or 620
fil ms, and t he last
one which gives t he
widest sepa ration of
the spirals is for 116
or 616 fi lms.

LOADING THE FILM
This must be done in the dark. If you are a beginn er, developing
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films for the first time, you will find some useful information as to
where you can work in "Hints to the Beginner" at t he end of these
instructions.
Break the seal on the film and unroll the backing paper until you
come to the film itself. If there is a small piece of paper attached to
the end of the film,
tear this off and throw
it away. When using
35 mm. film, cut off the
tapered leader of the
film , cutting between
the perforations-not
through them. H old the
spiral in the left hand
with the entrances to
the spiral grooves
opposite one another
and facing towards
you. Insert the end of
the film into the spiral
grooves and push it forward about one turn of
t he spiral. The edges Fig. 3. Loading film with backing paper.
of the film will now be engaged by the two ball-bearing ratchets, and
the film cannot be withdrawn from the spiral.
Now hold the spiral as shown (Fig. 3) and simply oscillate the two
halves of the spiral backwards and forwards IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS
through about a quarter turn. A stop device is fitted which prevents
the spirals being turned too far. The film will be drawn directly into
the spiral by a ratchet action and the entire length will travel in quite
easily. Turn the spirals smoothly and steadily. Note especially the
position of the thumbs, which overlap the edges of the spira l. Placing
the thumbs in this position helps to guide the edges of the film smoothly
into the spira l.
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KEEP THE TWO HALVES OF THE SPIRAL LIGHTLY PRESSED
TOGETHER DURING LOADING. Films by different makers may vary
in widths by an appreciable amount. The Paterson Spiral compen.sates
for these variations by allowing a certain amount of play between the
two halves of the spiral. When kept lightly pressed together the spiral
adapts itself to the film in use, and prevents any sticking during loading
caused by the leading end of the film slipping out of the grooves.
It is unnecessary with the Paterson Spiral to round off the corners of
the leading edge of film as is sometimes recommended for other tanks.
If the film sticks for any reason do not use force, as this might
tear the film , simply remove the film from the s piral (as described
later J and begin again.
When the end of the film is reached, gently tear away the backing
paper which is attached to the film at this point, and oscillate the
spirals once or twice more so that the film is just past the ball-bearing
ratchets.
Now replace the spiral in the tank, making sure that the top
spiral ( which carries the spring clip) is uppermost, and lock on
the lid by a turn to the right. Make sure the lid is firmly seated in
place all round. This is best done by first turning the lid anti-clockwise
until it drops into place. Then turn to the right to lock. The tank is
now completely light-tight and all other operations can be carried out
in full daylight, either immediately or at a convenient time later.
ALTERNATIVE LOADING METHOD
In the method described above, it will be seen that the backing
paper is allowed to coil on itself as the film is drawn into the spiral (see
Fig. 3). Some workers prefer to unroll the film completely from the
backing paper before beginning to load. The backing paper can then
be thrown away and the coil of film inserted in the spiral and loaded
in exactly the same way, but without the encumbrance of the backing
paper (see Fig. 4). The unique self-loading action of the Paterson
Spiral makes loading by either method perfectly simple, and it is a
matter of personal preference as to which method is employed.
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LOADING 35 mm. FILM AND PRACTI CE FILM
In certain cameras, e.g. Leica , the film is wound on the take-up
spool in the reverse direction to its natural curl. This straightens the
film, and may cause difficulty in loading the last few inches into the
spiral, as the straiqht
film does not conform
so easily to the inner
coils of the spiral. This
difficulty is avoided if
the exposed film is rewound into the ca ssette
a nd left for a few hours
befo re loading into the
spiral, so that it recovers
its normal curl.
Durin<J loa ding , the
the curl of the film
should be preserved as
Fig. 4.
far as po.ssible by rest·
Loading film without backing paper.
in g the coil of film on
the hand .
Similarly, if an old length of film is used for practice loading, it
should be kept tightly rolled up for a short time beforehand , so as to form
a coil of approximately the same size as a new and undeveloped film .

DEVELOPM ENT
II ozs. (310 cc.) of solution are required for 35 mm. films, 14 ozs.
(400 cc.) for 127 (V.P.) size, 17! 015. (500 cc.) for 120/ 620 size a nd
19! 015. (550 cc. ) for 116/ 616 size. In the case of 127 (V.P.) fil ms and
of 120/ 620 sizes. the amount of solution required can be reduced by
t he use of Paterson Solution Economisers. See page 13.

Note: It is important not to use less solution than quoted
above, otherwise there may be a possibility of air-bells occurring
on the upper edge of the film.
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Pour in the required quantity of solution through the central hole
in the lid, and at once insert the agitator rod and press it firmly down.
This causes the tapered end of the rod to grip a similar taper inside
the spiral, which can then be twisted and also moved up and down
in the solution. Agitate in this way for a few seconds to dislodge
any air-bells which may have formed on
the film.
A very useful precaution against
air-bells is. to "pre-soak" the film, i.e., to
fill the tank first with plain water and
agitate for about a minute so as to wet
the film thoroughly. Lengthy pre-soaking
should be avoided, as it may cause
reticulation of the gelatine backing on
some films. The pla in water is then Fig. 5.
poured out and the developer poured in Cent ra l
as before. Guidance as to the length pouring.
of development will be found in the
instructions enclosed with the developer
beinq used. The te mperature of the
solution may be checked during develop·
ment by removing the agitator rod and
inserting a thermomet')r through the central hole in the tank lid.

CENTRAL RAPI D PO URING
The special design of the Paterson Universal II tank lid and light.
trapping system I patent pendinq) enables solutions to be poured into
and out of the tank much more rapidly than was formerly possible.
There is no pouring lip at the side of the tank lid-solutions are
poured both into and out of the tank through the central opening.
This exclusive feature is especially useful when using rapid-acting
developers or processing colour film where accur<1te timinq is essential.

Alwa ys hold the tank at an ang le when pouring in the solut ion
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{see Fig. 6). This prevents any air-lock
forming In the lid and
secures maximum
speed In filling the
tank.

Fig. 6.
Always hold tank
at an a ngle
when pouring in
solution.

AGITATION DURING
DEVELOPMENT
The spiral must be
ag i tated periodically
during development in
order to mix t he solution and avoid uneven
d eveloper action.
The amo unt of
agitation has an enormous effect on the le nqth
of development req uired. For example, a film which is continually
agitated t hroughout development may require only half as long in the
developer os o ne which is agitated very little.
Tank development t imes recommended by manufacturers of films
and d evelopers are based on "inte rmittent" agitation , which in practice
may be taken to mean 5-8 seconds agita tion once per minute throughout the development time.
To secure consistent results it is very advisable to adopt a standard
method of agitation which is used for all fi lms. In this way development conditions can be repeated accurately time and t ime again,
provided allowance is made for any variation in the temperature of
the solutio n.
While many Paterson Tank users have their own method of agitation ,
the following may be used with good results:
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I.

Immediately after pouring in the developer, g ive the spiral two
quid spins in an anti-clockwise direction, followed by five seconds
gentle up and down movement. Always turn spiral anti-clockwise.

2.

Repeat once per minute throug hout the development time.

INVERSION AGITATION
A revolutiona ry feature of the Paterson Universal II tank is the
provision of the new system of " Inversion Agitation". This is the most
efficient safeguard yet devised against uneven developer action. Previous
methods of agitation always failed to secure complete mixing of the
solution, and more important still, complete interchange of the solution
between the film coils.
The Paterson Universal II tank is
supplied with a polythene cap which fits
closely over the central hole in the tank
lid. With this cap in position and the
lid of the tank screwed firmly down the
whole tank is substantially watertight
and can be inverted (see Fig. 7).
Sufficient space is provided in the tank
body above the normal level of the
solution to permit a positive movement
of the whole bulk of the solution across
the film coils, and it is therefore only
necessary to invert the tank and then
return it to the upright position to secu re
complete mixing and interchange of the
solution over every part of the film.
When inversion agitation is used , Fig. 7. Inversion Agitation.
the following procedure may be adopted
with good resulh:
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I. After pouring in
developer insert the Fig. 8. By
agitator rod a nd agitate removing
for a few seconds to
the top
d islodge air-bells. Leavof t he
inq the ag itator rod in polythene
position, place the polycap it
thene cap on the lid and
becomes
allow I min. fo r t he film
a funnel.
to become sa tu rated
with the sol ution.
2. With the forefinger holding the cap
in position, invert the
tank and at once return
it to the upright position (see Fig. 7). Th e
fo refinger should hold
the top of the ea p
firmly down to prevent
drops of liquid from
escaping.
3. Repeat (2) once every half minute during the development time.
With rapid acting developers or when processing colour film the
ta nk may be inverted every 20 seconds, or three times per minute.
No other agitation is normally necessary, but if inversions are carried
o ut less frequently than two per minute it is advisa ble to rotate the
tllnk in a ·small circle after inversion to impa rt a circ ular motion to
the solutio n inside and thus dispel any air which may have b een
trapped under the spirals.
A few drops of liquid may sometimes escape during inversion.

These are easily caught on a sheet of newspaper or a dish placed
benea t h the tank if necessary.
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FIXING
After development for the required time pour out the developer.
For pouring solutions back into stock bottles, the polythene cap may
be used es a funnel by removing the small top portion. The cap can
then be inverted and forms a useful funnel (Fig. 8). (Another exclusive
Paterson feature). Before pouring in the fixer, rinse the film by filling
the lank with plain water and emptying again. Then pour in fixer.
Insert agitator rod and agitate periodically during fixation of film.
Pour out fixer and wash film by removing tank lid and placing the
tank under a tap, preferably so that the water flows in through the
centre column of the spiral. The tank lid may be removed at any
time efter fixation .

REM OVING FILM FROM THE SPI RAL
To remove the film from
the spiral , arch the free end by
bending the two edges together
slightly (Fig. 9 I. Pull gently on
the free end, allowing the spiral
to rotate on the other hand
and the whole length will run
easily out of the spiral and can
be clipped or pinned up to dry.

PREPARING FOR THE
NEXT FILM
Whenever possible, it is
best to allow the spiral to dry
thoroughly before loading
another film. as with a damp or
partly dry spiral, loading is not
so easy end the film is liable to
stic~.

Fig. 9.
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COLOUR PROCESSING
The Paterson Universal II Tank is especially designed to facilitate
the processing of colour films which require a second exposure. It
is not necessary to remove the film from the spiral for the second
exposure, as this ca n be accomplished through t he clea r fl anges of
the spiral. Move the spira l about during the exposure, to ensure that
all areas of the film receive sufficient light, and shine the light through
each flange of the spiral in turn.
If it is preferred to remove the fi lm completely from the spiral,
it is recommended that reloading of the wet fi lm into the spira l should
be carried out under water. The wet film may tend t o slip in the
ba ll-bea ring ratc~ ets, ca using damage to the soft emulsion, and their
grip should be assisted by allowing the fingertips of each hand alternately
to rest lightly on the back of the film during the forward movement
of each half of the spiral.

KEEP YOUR TANK IN GOOD CONDITION
This tank is mad e of shock-resistant polystyrene which has very
superior resistance to all normal photographic: solutions and will give
long service to the photographer. Do not wash tf.i s tank out w itlt
very hot water, nor dry it too close to the fire, as excessive
heat may cause softening and damage to the material. Water
which c:an comfortably be borne by the hand is quite safe, and an
electric: fan or an airing cupboard may be used to accelerate drying
if d esired . Always dry the tank thoroughly after use, and do not a llow
selutions to sta nd in it for long periods. Never put away the tank
with the internal parts still wet.

HINTS TO THE BEGINNER
The tank must be loaded in the dark, but you do not need a
special darkroom for this. Any room will do, provided all chinks of
light are excluded. Failing this, many workers load the Paterson Tank
II

in a la rge c upboard ,
or under the bedclothes. Loading the
Paterson Tank is so
easy that very little
space is needed. It
is a good plan to
shut yourself in your
proposed darkroom
for a minute or two,
until your eyes become accustomed to
the darkness. You
will the n be able to
see very faint chinks
of light. If you can
still see nothing , it
is safe to conclude
that the room is
safe for loading the
film.

If yo u can, practise loading the tank with a spool of film in
daylight before trying it in the dark. Wind a spool of film through
your camera, but do not trouble to expose it, as you are only using
it for practice. Then try loading it in daylight but with your eyes shut.
When you can do t his you will feel perfectly confident when yo u do
it in the dark with a real film.
There are several excellent books for begin ne rs, which explain the
whole process of developing in simple terms. Your Paterson dealer will
be able t o supply the best for your purpose.
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PATERSON SOLUTION ECONOMISERS
Paterson Solution Economisers are obtainable exclusively for use
with the Paterson Universal II Tank. They are made in two sizes, for use
when processing 127 (V.P.) film or 120/ 620 films, and each consists
of a cylinder with a hollow core which is slipped over the central
column of the Universal Spiral, and takes up part of the space which
would otherwise be filled with unuse d solution.

Ea ch size effects an economy of 3! ozs. ( 100 cc.) solution. Thus
with an Economiser in place the amount of solution required to process
a 127 (V.P.) film is reduced fro m 14 ozs. (400 cc. ) to 10! ozs. (300 cc.)
and the a mount req uired for a 120 or 620 fi lm is reduced from 17! ozs.
( 500 cc.) to 14 ozs. ( 400 cc.) .
Paterson Solution Economisers are available from your :lealer, and
rapidly pay for themselves in money saved.
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PATERSON CERTIFIED THERMOMETERS

Supplied in protective plastic case wi th clea r p lastic lid.

FOR GUARANTEED TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Many workers spend much time in correctly compounding solutions and checking
temperatures and processing times, yet give no thought to the accuracy of the
thermometer used. Tests have shown that thermometers in common use are often
as much as 3 ° to 4° F. " fast" or "slow" of the true temperature. Wherever manufacturers• instructions have been followed carefull y, but results are d ifferent from
those expected, thermometer accuracy should be suspected.

GUARANTEED ACCURACY
INTRODUCED in response to the demand by careful workers for a the rmomele< of
guaranteed accuracy. Each Paterson Certified Thermometer is ind ividual ly Cdll.b r dted
against a ' 1 master 11 thermometer corrected by the National Physic.di laboratory,
Teddington, and is sold with a guarantee o f accuracy over its temperature range.

GRADUATE D IN

!°

F.

From 56 ° to 86° F., covering all normal devel opinq requi rements, widel y spaced
graduations ensure accurate reading and extreme sensitivity.

MADE IN TWO MODELS
MERCURY TYPE for critical a nd colour work of the utmost a ccuracy a nd most
rapid response to temperature change. Guaranteed accurate lo within +/- 1/5° F.
SPtRIT TYPE for normal work and for colour processing where a t emperature
latitude of

!"

F. is permissib le. Guaranteed lo within
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+/- !"

F.

The PATERSON
I LLUMINATED 2 x 2
TRANSPARENCY VI EWER
The world's finest pocket viewer. When
closod, the lens and all other parts
are completely protected from dust
and dirt. Lens springs automatically
into position on opening the viewer.

Made of optically worked glass, it is
of the full size normally fitted to
expensive table viewers, permitting
really comfortable viewing with both
eyes. lllurrination by opal screen and
bulb powered by two long life 'U.11'
batteries, avail.able anywhere.

THE PATERSON SLIDE
VIEWER AND CONTAINER
A pockot slide viewer with a first
class lens. Holds 20 2" x 2"
cardboard mounted slides or a
smaller number of metal or glass

slides. Slips in the pocket and
always ready lo use.

Your dealer will be pleased lo demonstrate
the Paterson Products shown on pages 14,
15. 16 and inside back cover.
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NOW MAKE YOUR OWN PRINTS WITH
THE PATERSON CONTACT PRINTER
It is great fun and in addition to the
extra fun you save money on every

film-as much as two-thi rds.
The Printe r is smartly styled in b lack
and yellow-measures only 6! x 4 x 4!.
An entire ly new idea is tha t it provides
its own safelight. A bright yellow light
is emitted from the transparent yellow
plastic side walls. No other da rkroom
lamp is r equired and you can work in
anv ordinary room. No special dark
room is necessary.

Quick and simple in action, with no

knobs or switches lo fumble with, you
can run off half a doian orints in as
many minutes and be sure of uniform

and excellent results. Masks included
fo,. V. P . . H" x

2i 11 and 2! " sq, p rints.

Masks for printing 35 mm. film strips and other negative sizes available as
accessories. New exclusive "Clip-Gri p" (pat. pend.) holds paper and negative
in correct alignment.

PATERSON
PRINT FORCEPS
Specially desianed so that they cannot sli"
into the dish, thus avoidin9 finger contamination. The exclusive roll-point non-scratch tios
(1ive a safe and sure qrio o f the print with

no fear of scratchi nq , and there is a moulded
non-slip finger qrip.

Moulded in resista nt plastic, the forceps a re
in. long, the ideal size for easy ha ndlinq .

5~
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THE PATERSON LARGE SCREEN
ENLARGING FOCUS
FINDER
For

pl acing

on

the

basebocJrd of

vertical enla rgers
Great ly facili·
ta tes foc ussing a nd e nabl e s dead
sharp enlargements to be made with
certainty.

MAGNIFYING
ATTACHMENT

;~:rs e~s0ur~~ Wn8a1fr~~~ 0!ots~ 8 c;i~fc~j

focussing.

Lar9e diamete r magnify-

ing lens permi ts comfo rtable view·
ing with both eyes from a dis.tance.

THE PATERSON
SAFELIGHT

LAMP

Not just a cover for an existing lamp but complete in itself
with lamphold er and flex. It
can be stood on the bench o r
hung from ceiling or wall. Red
or Orange Safelights are available covering the req uirements of all papers and
orthochromatic materials.
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